
Builder: FOUR WINNS

Year Built: 2008

Model: Cruiser

Price: PRICE ON APPLICATION

Location: Singapore

LOA: 37' 0" (11.28m)

Beam: 12' 0" (3.66m)

Cruise Speed: 22 Kts. (25 MPH)

Max Speed: 30 Kts. (35 MPH)

STARGAZER A — FOUR WINNS

Our experienced yacht broker, Andrey Shestakov, will help you choose and buy a yacht that best suits your needs
Stargazer A — FOUR WINNS from our catalogue. Presently, at Shestakov Yacht Sales Inc., we have a wide variety of yachts available on
our sale’s list. We also work in close contact with all the big yacht manufacturers from all over the world.

If you would like to buy a yacht Stargazer A — FOUR WINNS or would like help answering any questions concerning purchasing, selling or
chartering a yacht, please call +1(954)274-4435

https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/
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SPECIFICATIONS

Overview

If you want to buy a boat that your friends will believe is brand new but which can be bought at
'used boat' pricing, you have to see 'Stargazer A'. It is fully equipped for coastal cruising with
state-of-the-art electronics, a new 6kw Kohler generator, air conditioning and full canvas cockpit
enclosure. 

Category: Cruiser Sub Category: Sport Cruiser

Model Year: 2008 Year Built: 2008

Country: Singapore Cockpit: Yes

Basic Information

LOA: 37' 0" (11.28m) Beam: 12' 0" (3.66m)

MFG Length: 37' 0" (11.28m)

Dimensions

Cruise Speed: 22 Kts. (25 MPH) Cruise Speed RPM: 3900 Kts.

Max Speed: 30 Kts. (35 MPH) Max Speed RPM: 4900 Kts.

Water Capacity: 51 Gallons Holding Tank: 30 Gallons

Fuel Capacity: 230 Gallons

Speed, Capacities and Weight
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Total Cabins: 2 Total Berths: 6

Sleeps: 6 Total Heads: 1

Crew Cabin: 1 Crew Berths: 1

Crew Sleeps: 1 Crew Heads: 1

Accommodations

Hull Material: Fiberglass Deck Material: Fiberglass Sandwich

Hull Configuration: Semi-Displacement Hull Color: White

Hull Designer: Four Winns

Hull and Deck Information

Engines: 2 Manufacturer: Mercruiser

Model: MX 6.2 320 hp Engine Type: Inboard

Fuel Type: Gas

Engine Information
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DETAILED INFORMATION

Four Winns V358

Beautiful and in immaculate condition, this boat shows immense pride of ownership and proper
ongoing maintenance. It is truly in 'showroom condition'. The boat has only 140 engine hours and
5 hours on the new Kohler generator. It was last hauled for anti-fouling in December, 2011.

Accommodations

 

Entry through an acrylic cabin door with screen is a good start. Strict attention to detail enabled
the Four Winns designers to create a space that contains all the convenient and comfortable
touches of home. The galley, for example, is outfitted with fabulous solid-surface countertops,
cherry cabinetry, sink and under-cupboard lighting. Preparing snacks and meals is simple with
the V358s two-burner flush-mounted electric stove, refrigerator, microwave, and trash receptacle
all mounted within the woodgrain cabinetry. Flooring in the galley area is beautiful teak and holly
for easy clean-up. The head and shower's spacious design and function is yet another plus, with
a porcelain head equipped with VacuFlush, and a hot water shower. An elegant sink and solid-
surface vanity, along with a two-tier storage area, towel rack and overhead lighting make the
space perfectly beautiful and efficient. Ventilation is ample with the screened port light and power
ventilation fan. Tank level gauges indicate levels for potable water and waste. Nestled in the
forward berth is a raised island for resting in comfort on the innerspring mattress with large
storage beneath and cedar-lined hanging locker. The dinette features an adjustable-size table
and more storage below the plush seating that can also be converted into a spare berth. Mid
cabin inspires cozy relaxation with U-shaped seating that converts to a berth and additional
storage including another cedar-lined hanging locker. Teak and holly flooring has been added
throughout the cabin. Central vacuum helps provide the tidiest boating experience ever. The
cabin' s multi-zone lighting (including courtesy floor lighting) and window system sets the mood
for entertaining and allows for isolated lighting. Dual Sony stereos and iPod/MP3 ports and 12
VDC receptacles make entertaining easy in the cockpit and in the cabin; perfect for
accommodating different tastes in different places. Movies are convenient with a flat screen
television and DVD player mounted in the cabin.  SIRIUS satellite entertainment sound system is
accessible via remote control. Powered by shorepower or the new Kohler 6 kw generator is a
16,000 BTU air conditioning and heating system for the perfect climate, no matter the season.

Galley

'Stargazer A's galley is beautiful and functional. It includes a single stainless sink with integrated
cover / cutting board, a microwave oven, roomy fridge, two burner electric cooktop and well-
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designed task lighting that makes entertaining a joy.

Cockpit

Engine access is made convenient thanks to engine compartment lighting and an electric-
assisted lift. The refreshment center with multi-level solid surface countertop, sink, freezer/ice
maker, and a removable table make entertaining a snap. The table is teak for beauty and
durability. There is generous U-shaped stern seating (with adjustable table and fill-in cushions
for an extra berth) and double adjustable helm (electric on driver’s side). Seats feature Aquaflex
vinyl, tops in marine-grade upholstery, and the cockpit includes new marine carpet over a
fiberglass liner.  The integrated aft swim platform eases guests into an immaculate homelike
environment the minute they step up. It can be transformed into a virtual recreation center with all
the options that can be selected. Using a center rail mounting system, a table, grill, fishing rod
holders, and a tube rack can quickly be attached. Swimmers can enjoy an angled ladder with
wide, comfortable step pads, and there’s a hot/cold swim step shower for rinsing away sand and
debris. And in the evenings, the V358’s underwater lighting creates a beautiful atmosphere with
large light fixtures mounted below the swim platform, filling the surrounding water with a
luminous glow.

Helm

 

The tilt steering wheel radiates high-performance look and feel. The dash features a lighter color
gel coat, plus a new charcoal finish as the backdrop for controls. Polished stainless steel bezels
highlight a comprehensive series of Faria gauges, tachometer with hour meter, and a compass to
guide the way. The lenses in these gauges are specially coated to resist fogging and
condensation. And for utmost safety precautions, a gas vapor detector is now standard. When the
dash is not in use a canvas cover protects from UV. Navigation packages include the Raymarine
VHF C80 package with an E80 display, including a depth sounder, chart plotter, radar, and
SIRIUS Satellite Marine Weather radio. Imagine the ease of control with a bow thruster and the
standard dual engine electronic binnacle controls. Electronic throttle and shift make piloting
effortless, a feature that adds even greater value and pleasure to the V358 experience. Trim tabs
are standard, and fingertip rocker switches feature LED lighting for optimum visibility. Windshield
wipers at port and starboard are included. For extra peace of mind, the V358 is equipped with a
fire extinguishing system.

Electronics and Navigational Equipment

'Stargazer A' features top-of-the-line Raymarine electronics, including an E80 display for radar,
chartplotter and GPS. Included are a Raymarine VHF radio and autopilot.
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For entertainment, the boat features twin Sony stereos with mulitple zones for maximum
convenience.

Additional Details

 

A color-matched canvas camper system that attaches to the radar arch is included and converts
the deck to a fully sheltered entertainment area for those breezy evenings on the water. The
hinging radar arch is complete with cockpit lights, speakers, a wire chase and grab handles.
Premium all-white gel coat finish provides a classic, clean finish.

 

For convenience, this boat has lots to offer: bow thruster, dockside inlets for power, cable,
telephone and water. A transom storage locker holds fenders, and the windlass includes foot
controls, rope, chain and anchor. A remote flood/spotlight, fender holders on the bow rails, fully
enclosed canvas, new Strata-glass front screens, new carpet and additional fuel filters.

Exclusions

Owner's personal belongings.

Disclaimer

The Company offers the details of this vessel or yacht in good faith but cannot guarantee or
warrant the accuracy of this information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. A buyer should
instruct his representatives, agents, or his surveyors, to investigate such details as the buyer
desires validated. This vessel or yacht is offered subject to prior sale, price change, or withdrawal
without notice.
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PHOTOS

Ready to go
Powerful and sleek

Foredeck Foredeck anchor locker & windlass

Transom Cockpit
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Cockpit dinette Cockpit upholstery looks brand new!

Convenient details like cupholders
everywhere

Forward port seating

Helm seating with bolsters up Helm seating with bolsters down
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Cockpit bar

Cockpit ice maker

Helm Master queen berth

Dinette with expandable solid cherry table Aft cabin
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Main cabin

Shower stall

Head Bath vanity
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Layout
Galley

Galley

Galley with fridge open
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Electrical control panel

Mercruiser 6.2L

Engine access hatch open Port engine

Starboard engine
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CONTACTS

Andrey Shestakov, leading yacht broker of the sales department of Shestakov Yacht Sales Inc.
Shestakov Yacht Sales Inc., the official representative of the Miami/Fort Lauderdale FL
headquarters.

Email:
andrey@shestakovyachtsales.com

Web: shestakovyachtsales.com/en/

Contact details

USA: +1(954)274-4435

Telephones

Monday – Saturday: 9:00 - 21:00 EDT Sunday: closed

Office hours

Harbour Towne Marina, 850 NE 3rd St,
STE 213, Dania, FL 33004

Address
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